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HELLO, WE ARE PROJECT61
We are an interdisciplinary collaboration consultancy.

We believe that the path to a better future is through creative collaborations.

At this weekend’s workshop, we’ve put together teams of companies, artists, and engineers to work together and create something 

unimaginable, building upon our philosophy that interdisciplinary collaboration sparks inspiration, offers different perspectives, and 

develops the social landscape in a well-rounded, considered way. 

By partnering with transformative light technologists at Versalume, we embody and encourage the spirit of cross-disciplinary initiatives 

while working with the exciting Corning® Fibrance® Light-Diffusing Fiber. The material - light, thin, flexible - craves applications in a 

variety of industries. Whether it’s incorporated as an elegant lighting source in interior design, or sewn into an avant-garde dress design, 

it exemplifies the possibility of what can be invented when art and industry come together.

We welcome you in to play, explore, talk, and discover.

LAURA SCHWAMB
FOUNDER | CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

MARIO PANICCIA 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

 

I have spent most of my 20+ year career in Silicon Valley paving the way for new technologies and businesses in the photonics industry. 

With the recent launch of Versalume, our goal is to become the leader in light transformation technologies across a broad set of markets 

that range from wearables and fashion to consumer electronics, to architecture, automotive and medical. 
 

I have learned over my career that innovation happens when one puts the brightest minds together in an environment that allows teams 

to collaborate: learning from each other, applying out-of-the-box thinking, and creating new applications and usages for technologies 

that did not exist before. More importantly, combining people from interdisciplinary fields and backgrounds will allow them to see things 

from a different perspective. 

Partnering with Project61 for LiTT gives us the opportunity to have artists and designers working alongside engineers so that they can 

learn from each other and inspire each other.

What better place to hold this workshop than New York City? This is a unique and amazing city - each time I come here I can instantly 

feel the energy. We will be putting some of the most creative people together for two days playing with a new lighting fiber technology 

where the possibilities are endless. I can hardly wait to see the results from the workshop. I hope that after this event we all will start 

“seeing the world in a different light!” 

MAUREEN CHUNG
CO-FOUNDER | CHIEF RESEARCH OFFICER



WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

VERSALUME
Peter Wigley
Optical Physics  
www.corning.com

VERSALUME
Carl Crossland 
Materials Engineer
www.corning.com

VERSALUME
Spencer Klubben
Biomedical Engineer
www.corning.com  

LOOMIA
Madison Maxey
Founder  
www.loomia.co

MAPOS STUDIO
Colin Brice & Caleb Mulvena  
Founders
www.studiomapos.com

RINGLY
Ethan Winchell  
Hardware Designer
www.ringly.com

EZGI UCAR
Creative Technologist
www.ezgiucar.com

KARL LAGERFELD
Emiliano Santillan
Men’s Outerwear Designer 
www.santillan.nyc

HEATH WAGONER
Materials Specialist  
www.heathwagoner.com

ATELIERJONES
Michelle Kang
Architect 
www.atelierjones.com

JONAH BOKAER
Dancer, Choreographer
Founder l Chez Bushwick
www.jonahbokaer.net

BAM STUDIO
Ruishu Wang
Interior Designer
www.bam-studio.com

NICKY ASSMANN
Artist
www.nickyassmann.net
www.macular.nl

ERIC PARREN
Artist
www.ericparren.net
www.macular.nl

PROJECT61 AND VERSALUME THANK ALL OF OUR WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS FOR CONTRIBUTING THEIR TIME AND CREATIVITY.
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MANY THANKS TO OUR GENEROUS SPONSORS:

ABOUT PROJECT61

Project61 is dedicated to interdisciplinary and collaborative use of art, science, technology, 

and engineering, placing value and emphasis on innovation borne from creative pairings.  

It was founded in 2016 in Bushwick, Brooklyn, by Laura Schwamb and Maureen Chung,  

who recognized the value of artists’ voices to be a part of the conversation for global  

innovation and social impact.

We’ve built a process that not only accelerates R&D cycles but provides natural benefits of 

creative engagement, shared knowledge, and an ignition of workday stimulus. By fostering 

understanding between disciplines through cultural production, Project61 allows there to 

be a mutually beneficial relationship between commercial goals, technical innovation, and 

artistic vision.

It is our belief that our endeavor will result not only in significant works of art, technological 

advances, and long-lasting shared learnings, but a future of ongoing collaborations between 

art and industry.

www.proj61.com

ABOUT VERSALUME

Versalume LLC is a leader in light transformation technolgies. Based in Silicon Valley,  

Versalume provides new, smart, lighting solutions using thin, bendable, versatile fiber 

and  laser technologies. Versalume is working with designers, industry pioneers and 

major corporations to create new opportunities for markets such as consumer  

electronics, wearables, architecture, automotive, and medical.

www.versalume.com
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